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Re-programmers are the people who will be most likely to keep their jobs, or progress
within their chosen �eld, or who will be employable in di�erent organizations or industries.

A commitment to self improvement and personal growth may well be the deciding factor
in how anyone’s future will turn out.
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Re-program Subconscious

Self Improvement And Success Go
Hand In Hand~More Than You Think!

How do you know if a person is willing to work on their 'self improvement?' This is a
question with no de�nite answer. It will all depend on the individual. HR directors need to be
aware!

Many people have goals, dreams or ambitions but do not know how to go about achieving
them. They may have thought about what would make up self improvement and their ideal
life, but have no idea how to even begin to make the plans and take the actions required to
make them a reality.

Some people have a few vague ideas about how to proceed with self improvement. These
are the ones who believe that, "if only they had a better job, or had been given better
opportunities, better parents, or met the love of their life, or whatever else, everything
would be �ne and they would be happy now." Do they realize that they are creating their
feelings and perceptions in every moment, in every split-second that they're breathing?

They feel that their happiness or lack of happiness is decided by external factors and their
thoughts and actions are of little consequence. How wrong that viewpoint has proven to be.

Some believe that if only they had more money, they could have whatever they want and
be speeding on their way to self improvement. More likely--speeding towards disaster!

They may have spent very little time thinking about what they actually want from life,
and don't really believe there is anything they can do to create their fuzzy version of
utopia anyway, apart from buying more lottery tickets. The chances of success are 8
million to one.

What do you actually want from your life? I say, let's study neuro-psychology �rst, to
work out how to do it!

From 1968 I determined that we can auto-suggest positive ideas! We REPEAT these
very positive ideas (a�rmations) maybe 10,000 times!  Your sub-conscious mind is like
a computer and will take on the new program! Listen closely: Do NOT let fear stop you

from Taking ACTION on Your Dreams! ... Look in the mirror, be honest... you STILL have

some residual fears inside...so address them.   You can now banish all fear of loss... and

minimize limiting BELIEFS  

 Truth is, we are always growing and developing. Others make us grow and develop,
even if we do not make the conscious decision to grow and changes happen!
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"The Single Most"The Single Most

Profitable Secret inProfitable Secret in

History..."History..."
You're looking in a mirror. The person you see has changed and is unrecognizable, You
step once more into the future. On becoming the dream, you wonder, "how did I get here?"
Who created this new mind? These regenerated cells? I live inside, as the quantum
observer. Sometimes content, Sometimes sad and frustrated. Work hard and I am ful�lled.
Here are my words for you: "I feel big, good, strong, powerful! I can do magic. The future's
exciting! I love building massive energy and abundance! I love solving problems for others!
My sense of purpose drives me towards creating my sovereign empire! I am independent
to the nth degree! I love, I create, I choose, I decide. I serve without fear, to build the future
of harmony, cooperation and collaboration. I look upwards to the stars and planets and
remember that once I was stardust, rocketing through space on a meteorite, Earth-bound. I
am a free electron, dancing simultaneously in a wave pattern with others...particles into
waves and moving through superposition to anywhere in The Universe! One harmonized
whole, gazing at the World as one gazes upon a bubble. So we create ..."

Psychological Development:

 

Up to about six years of age, we learn through imprinting and imitation of role models. Then
we continue to learn through our experiences for the rest of our lives. We have to learn and
grow to deal with everything that life throws at us. We observe and pick up skills and new
behaviour all the time. We all have to go through self-improvement as our natural growth
and evolution. (You can do it the hard way, or the easy way!)  Choose your new program!

Modern life moves at a dramatically faster pace than at any time in history. For anyone living
in modern society, there are more opportunities to do anything that you want to do with
your life than ever before.

But there is also more competition than ever before, and ever changing technology means
that there really are few, if any, ‘jobs for life’ anymore. It is now normal not only to change
jobs quite often throughout our working lives, but even to completely change careers and
industries. (The writer has been a probation o�cer, a medical social worker, taxi driver,
guitar teacher, and now a webmaster and author--thanks to The Internet!)

Because the workplace is so competitive, people who are ambitious and hungry for
success know they need to learn new skills and knowledge to keep ahead of the pack. To
attain this, self improvement, and personal growth strategies are constantly needed!
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You're going to tell me that I'm totally crazy. You were NEVER taught this stuff before. It doesn't

"match up" with your formal education.   You were trained to memorize books and lessons, then

regurgitate facts and so-called "knowledge," but you were NEVER taught how to stretch your neurons

and THINK FOR YOURSELF  -- or How to Master Your MIND. Were you?

Here's the secret recipe:

"You can do magic... the Future's EXCITING...something wonderful's going to Happen! ... I feel good,

strong, powerful.." "I CAN easily.."  OK?   NOW.. to become a master, repeat, rinse, spin, wash, rinse,

spin again   x 100,000 times!

Did you get it?

That's it.

"What? That's all?"

Yes. The magic of believing is imprinted deep into your subconscious when you repeat positive

affirmations ENOUGH TIMES.

The point here? NO ONE does the rinse and repeat cycle enough times!

THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND IS WAITING FOR YOUR INSTRUCTIONS!!

 

 

"Your Brain Will Rebel Relentlessly," says John Carlton, a top A-list copywriter living in
Reno, Nevada. Check John's books out.....your brain is a rebel, and ancient Hindu scripts
agree on this point. We are not able to be righteous angels consistently,  (and stay true to
base Human Nature). Jesus used entrancement by the way, known as the "god spell." All
people are highly suggestible and await commands. Meditate on that. It's essentially self-
hypnosis, every moment, when you realize what's actually happening...

Here's your a�rmation in larger font now: "I feel BIG, GOOD, strong, powerful..."   "I love
creating enormous abundance and CLARITY, through my sense of purpose!"  "I am here to
serve my family, and Mankind...."  "I LOVE, I CREATE. I CHOOSE. I DECIDE" 

The only limitations are the ones we CREATE with our imagination!  ~Napoleon Hill.

So How Do We Create A Mind?
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WE WELCOME YOUR FEEDBACK.

Please subscribe at the page above. You can also discover my three 
(3) most recent titles on Amazon's Kindle Bookstore.

I am truly grateful that you spend valuable time with me.
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